Can you find the treasure?

We’ve hidden some treasures
You’ll need to be smart
You might find the first one
Right next to some art.

That one was easy
Your effort not great
To get the next treasure
Search for a plate.

You’ll see lots of these
And maybe you’ll care
When you find out the next
Is under ONE chair.

Look up, look down
Look high and low
Can you find treasure
Near something you blow?

Examine the room
It helps if you’re tall
Some hidden treasures
Are close to a ball.

Hunting is fun
More fun than the telly
Look for your next
In a book on Ned Kelly.

You’re using your wits
And here is a clue
Find the next treasure
Under a shoe.

You’ve found lots of treasure
Time’s nearly done
Search for the last
Near something that’s fun.